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Korematsu Recounts World War II Internment
By Eunice Park

Fred Korematsu. one of the
three major in ternees who
opposed the World War II
Japanese American Internment
order. spoke to a capacity crowd
last Thursday about his
experiences as his lawsuit
proceeded up to the S upreme

Court. as well as the developments
that took place recently, resulting
In the re-opening of his case and
the overturning of his conviction.
The presentation opened with
the film. Unftnished Business.
whic h covered the legal
developments and circumstances
surrounding the Koremalsu case.

Korematsu los t his original case
during the wa r . but his conviction
was overturned in the Federal
District Court in 1983 by Judge
Marilyn Patel. who declared that
the claim of military necessity
upon which the Supreme Court
case susta ined the internment
order
was
based
on

Review for Placement

Violations Proposed
By John Panourgias
The Placement Committee
has proposed a new procedure
for reviewing alleged violations of
placement regulations to the I...'lw
School Student Senate (LSSS).
The LSSS heard the proposal and
bas put offa final vote on whe ther
10 accept. modify or reject the
proposal until next week's
meeting.
!he major thrust oft he policy
behind this proposal is to mcrea!,e
student in put info U1e processing
of complaints.· Sa m Silver.
Chairman of the Placement
Committee said. The proposal
calls for establishing a review
committee consisting of farulty
and students to study alleged
''io lations
of
placement
reguJatlons that canno t be
resolved by the Director of
Placement.
The makeup of the review
committed was the topic of an
hour-long debate In the LSSS.
According to the proposal. the
review committee s hall consist of
a "pool" of ten members. The
Dean of the Law School would
select s iX faculty members. The
ISSS would select two studen tsat-large and two students would
be selected by a coalitio n
consisting of Black Law Stude nts
Alliance, Hispanic Law Students
Association. Asian American Law
Students Association. American
Indian Law Students Associalion,
Women
Law
Stude nts
Association, Lesbian and Cay Law
Students and Jewish Law Student
Union.
From this pool, five

members , composed of three
faculty and two students, would
cons I il u te
the
s landing
commlllee.
Many LSSS members were
concerned about reserving two
seats In the pool for the basement
groups. Secretary Chris Adams
recomended !hat the LSSSappoint
all four members of the review
committee. Adams noted that
only three of fourteen LSSS
members are not members of the
racial. social or ethnic groups
represented by the basement
groups. Adams indicated he
preferred tha t s tudents who
wis hed to be on the review
committee a pply to the LSSS for
those positions. The LSSS would
then assure that minority groups
are represented.
Treasurer Sandford Pearl
slated his concern that the
Placement Committee report
would send confus ing signals to
the law school community. Pearl.
along with other LSSS members.
felt that this proposal would
indicate to minority students that
two seats on the pool would be for
them whlle the other two students
would only represent majority
concerns. He n oted that some
minority s tuden ts do n o t
pa rticipate in the basement
groups. Pearl feared that these
s tudents would feel forced to
participate in these groups in order
to have a voice in the committee.
Sliver defended his proposal
by s tating that these groups are
acutely aware of issues that are
raised In cases of employment

discrimination. He said that
members of these groups are
more likely to experience this
during lnterevlews.
LSSS
representive Jennifer Warren
indicated that the basement
groups a re constantly discussing
and acting on problems of the
employmentdiscrimlnalion. She
noted that their Input would be
an important and unique
contr!butlon to the review
committee.
LSSS representlve Michael
Carithers supported the Placement Committee's recommendation by stating that it would secure minority representation in
the proposed review committee.
Carithers noted that minority
students have a unique and critical concern about employment
discrimination and that they
must have guaranteed represen tation on the committee.
In addition to having a review
committee, the Placement
Committee's report proposed
mandatory sanctions and the
scope of permissible allegations .
Upon finding a violation. the
minimum sanction to be Imposed
is an admonitory letter to be sent
by the Director of Placement to
the employer and the posting of
public notice of the employer's
violation. A student may b ring
an allegation regarding any hiring
or employmen t practice engaged
in by an employer which, If
proven. would constitute a
violation of any rule, regulaUon,
or procedure of the Placement
Committee.

uns ubstantiated distortions and
r epresentations
·ser ious}y
infected by racism.·
Directed by Steven Ozaki. the
1987 Academy Award-nominated
film for Best Documentary
depicted the interning of II 0.000
Japanese Americans during the
spring of 1942. more than half of
whom were U.S. citizens.
The ftlm portrayed the shock
and disillusionment the J apanese
Americans felt at being singled
out as presenting a military risk
on the basis of their ancestry by a
coun try reputed to promote
equality of opportunity and
tolerance of minority groups.
One woman stated that "[our!
ideas about democracy were
defied-that was probably
psychologically the most difficult
to deal with.
"It's kind ofa demeaning thing
to happen."
The fi rst generation Japanese
in particular were viewed "legally
and technically... as enemy a liens"
in the early l940sbyagovernment
\villing to believe that theJapanese
were engaged in a conspiracy
against the U.S. government.
although there was "not one single
solitary instance of espionage. ·
Instead, "the whole history of
anti-Asianism was responsible for
the incarceration.·
The Japanese Americans were

;Ni~~mR~i:~~

~eQ~tracetracks.

fairgrounds,
and . ,U'tfs1~k19~vll lo n s
euphtfn\H·l iCa l1y
labeled
· relocation centers." dAr {!~

t]n~~flr ~~~!r )fasu~

surgery to modify his Asian
features. changed his name In
order to assume a His panic
identity, and moved away from
his family.
However . his Caucasian
fiancee was intimidated by the
F.B.I. until she ended her
association with Korematsu. and
on May 30. 1942, Korematsu was
apprehended by a group of pollee
while walking down the street.
Because many of the Internees

felt a great deal ofs hame and gulll
at having been Involved with the
camps a t all. the Internment
experience had in large part been
forgotten untll Koremats u revived
the Issue by reopening his case.
UnUl the revivial. only the
third generation Japanese. or
·sansei,· sensed lhe · fallout" from
lheir parents' degradation In lhe
historical vacuum which had
surrounded the incarceration's
sUent victims.
The coram nobis team.
composed of a group of San
Francisco pro bono lawyers from
the Asian Law Caucus. officially
announced the reopening of
Koremalsu's case on January 19.
1983. Attorney Dale Minami
expressed ·gratification· for
having "had the oportunlty to have
a hearing on this a nd possibly a
solution.·
In the ques tion and answer
session which followed the film.
Korematsu emphasized. "I didn't
feel like I was a criminal or that I
[haddonel ...anylhlngwrong. They
were
wrong-they
kept
apologizing.
I knew it was
unconstitutional and Ididn't know
how to go about it.·
He expressed commiseration
with the lnterneees Interviewed in
the
film
who
d ec la red
ldenllficallon with and loyalty to
the United States a nd Its avowed
principles, and fel t betrayed by
the Imposition of a raciallydetermined a lien s tatus.
Law Professor Marie Deveney.
who was In a ttendance, explain ed
that J<oremats u's convlcllon was
overt urned on very specific
grounds geared toward frauds and
not on fundamental questions of
constitutionality.
U.S. v. KoremaLsu a lso
demonstrates the Supr eme
Cou rt's willingness "to be
e.xtremely deferential to military
decisions.· Deveney stated.
Because ·racial problems will
always be there. · Korematsu
advised. ·we'Ve a lways got to be
on our toes.·
The talk was sponsored by
lhe Asian American Law Students
Association.
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Twin Obligations
THE REs GESTAE's POLICY on opinion pieces is
set by the editor in chief. Once established, it
does not follow that it is clear to the Law School
community. Now seems a propitious time to
review that subject.
The Res Gestae does not have. unlike other
newspapers, unsigned editorials representing its
official opinion. This column is as official as it
gets around here. Except when enunciating
pollcy or specifically designated as speaking for
the entire paper, this column represents the
opinion of the editor ln chief alone. Any piece
appearing on the opinion pages bylined to a
particular writer represents only that person's
view.
The opinion section of The Res Gestae acts as
a forum for ideas and perspectives of the Law
School community. The editors examine
submitted pieces to ensure each fosters some
legitimate issue and is not simply motivated by
a desire to stir up controversy. The Res Gestae
has tackled, and will continue to tackle,
controversial issues, specifically because such
topics need an open discussion. Raised voices
are not the by-product of opinion pieces, but a
characteristic of disputed and emotional
questions. It is the responsibility of a newspaper
to present such an arena. As Justice Douglas
said in Terminello v. Chicago, "The function of
free speech under our system of government is
to invite dispute."
Coupled with that duty is the task of doing so
in a responsible manner. Some issues, notably
racism . touch deep feelings. A recent column
related to that subject lacked sensitivity in
parts. Although the piece raised valid points,
they were obscured by the tone used. The RG
tries to fulfill these dual responsibilities, but we
hope and expect our readership to alert us to any
failures.
The Law School is unique. It holds a group of
highly intelligent and motivated people, trained
to be advocates and with naturally developed,
strong opinions. The Res Gestae renews its
commitment to airing responsible views and
encouraging debate. This paper will strive to do
so in an appropriate manner, with respect to the
sensibilities and feelings of its constituents.

Of FBI, Baker and MAP

To the Editor:
Dean Bollinger's decision to revoke the Federal Bureau
oflnves ligation's recruiting privileges for one year deserves
applause. A federal district courl's fmding that the FBI
systematically discriminated against Hispanics is clear
evidence of racial discrimination. a nd certainly the court's
ilnding should trigger the sanctions set out under the Law
School's recruitment policies. According to Bollinger.
such revocations will occur automatically if an employer
Is found to engage in discriminatory hiring prartires.
whether or not. I assume. a Michigan s tudent has been
victimized.
If Bollinger is to be believed. the Law School will
impose a s imilar one-year ban on the law firm Baker &
McKenzie. The circumstances are s imilar. and the violation
is just as egregious. Baker & McKenzie has admilled I hal
Hany O'Kane. a senior litigation partner. engaged in
discriminatory hiring practices while interviewing at The
University of Chicago Law School. These are not mere
allegations of improper behavior. but confirmed incidents
of racial discrimination. Further. it is undisputed that
O'Kane·s views were not unknown among others at the
firm because this is not the first time o·Kane has been at
the center of controversy on account of his questionable
interviewing tactics. O'Kane acted with the e.xplicitapproval
of the firm. and Baker & McKenzie should be held fully
accountable for the actions of its recruiters.
To me. the fact that a recruiter for a large law firm
made racial. se.x:lst and anti-Semitic remarks during an
lntetview is not surprising. It underscores the problems
facing minority students attempting to overcome the
racial barriers that s till bar entrance to many professions.
Baker &McKenzle's record on minority recruitment simplys tands out as a glaring e.xample of similar and more
petvasive atlitudes.
Such a ttitudes, however. are not confined to the
recruiting practices of large Jaw firms. For example. when
you hear discussions concerning affirmative action. some
people vehemently express their resentmentofthe benefits
that accrue to minorities and argue that a ny racially based
classification Is unlawful. Some talk about ·reverse
discrimination· while others assume affirmative action
programs always give minorities an undeserved competitive
edge.
These attitudes ignore the fact that racial
discrimination is not a thing of the past.
I recently overheard a Michigan undergraduate explain
to his girlfriend that he would like to join the FBI. but that
he doubted his chances of obtaining employment because
he isn't a minority. He Insisted that because of intense
competition for only a few jobs, only minority students
'-----__,...:;--..L..;'--.....--"----..L.-.!..----u have a chance of gett,ing hired. Closer to )1or;ne. ~es Gestae.

columnist Robert Goldberg seems to think the Minority
Affairs Program (MAP) gives minority students a
· compelllive advantage· over other students (Feb. 8).
Were this the case, I'm sure blacks and Hispanics would
not only run the FBI, but the Michigan Law Review as well.
The reality is that most minorities face both institutional
and p1ivate discrimination at every turn. and are then
begmdged even the simplest programs designed to alleviate
the effects of racial discrimination.
Apart from affinnalive action programs. U1e barriers
to employment and educational opportunities still loom
large for minorities. as evidenced by Baker & McKenzie's
recent actions at Chica~o. In employment situations . it is
readily apparent U1at minorities find jobs In spite of. not
because of. their ethnicily. From a Hispanic perspective.
I know this to be true because I watched it happen for two
years In Room 200. When a Hispanic student walks into
an interview. there already are two strikes against you.
Employers will assume you know Jess than you do. that
you are less capable than you really are, simply because
of your last name and the color of your skin. In Los
Angeles. for example. the first Hispanic was hired as an
associate by a large firm in 1979. Today. while 11 percent
of California Jaw students are Hispanic. 18 of the 30
largest Los Angeles law finns have never had a Hispanic
partner.
Baker & McKenzie's discriminatory hiring practices.
the hostility toward affinnalive action programs and the
attitude that minorities have a competitive advantage are
all manifestlons ofignorance and racial bias. Although the
days oflawful racial discrimination have passed. the same
attitudes still exist: they are simply less overt and
increasingly s ubtle. The sentiments expressed in Robert
Goldberg's recent column addressing MAP are illustrative.
In that piece. Goldberg says MAP offends his notion of an
egalitarian society and that minorities should be insulted
that the Law S~ hool even has such a program. I fmd those
senllments to be misguided, paternalistic and racially
offensive. In his unbridled haste to condemn a program he
knows nothing about. Goldberg contradicts himself. How
can MAP ·provide remedial e.xerclses and sample e.xams·
and at the same lime give minorities a · competitive
advantage"? It doesn't take a rocket scientist to conclude
that the two Ideas are Incompatible. In the same breath
Goldberg says minority students are ridiculed in the
classroom by their white classma tes. and then he has the
gall to blame It on MAP. No wonder Goldberg's motives are
suspect.
As for the Baker & McKenzie incident, I would again
urge the Law School to apply its recruiting policy and
See AFFIRMATIVE, page SIX
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_Opinion
~~=====NotMyDay========================================================================

Tear Down the Wailing Wall
By Keri Chenoweth

Seven weeks ago law students were s truggling with
legal Issues in the thick ofe:xam week. By February 8. only
about 30 exam grades had been distributed to s tudents.
Jhe Res Gestae's editor in chief recently criticized this
deplorable state of a1Jairs (editorial. Feb. 1). This line of
argument can be taken a step furiher. The system by
'1\'hlchstudents are treated with s uch amazing indifference
should be challenged. Students, faculty and administrators
are all losing due to the senseless. careless indi1Tercnce of
the Law School in handling the important Issue of reporting
grades.
The faculty's abuses are a recurrent. common affair.
Each and every year, the same practices occur to s tudents'
dismay. For instance:
• Several professors do not post grades but only mail
!hem to students by self-addressed, stamped envelopes or
postcards. If students do not provide envelopes or
postcards. they must walt until transcripts are prepared.
C,tailing of grades is a common option given by many
professors: however. most s tudents believe that this will
be used in order to send the grades to them over Chris tmas
\'l!cation, not spring break.)
• Professors \vith ·scantron· multiple-choice e.xams
evenhavediillcullyreporUnggrades. One s uch professor's
exam last term consisted of 50 percent multiple choice.
then an analysis of a tria l transcript. This professor
promlsed grade reporting by a certain date in J a nua ry.
When students a pproached the professor's secreta ry on
that day. she responded that maybe she would get around
to posting them soon. Only several days la ter were the

Prfi~,fUf Fi.~~ItY"'

iTothe Edttor: ., ·· .: ... :

. . .. .

.· . ,. ,.;:: . . .: .. .

..: , , ·

lhereo;te~:~~~~~!~f.st~~;~s!~~~~:~~J!!~·e~:~~:

lhings for:~~·hh:;h . ~1~ fat~lty sho~1ld ~ recognized. •: ,
Most~-~cenUy(ilhe actlvilles on Martin Lu!Jler"'<lrig
Jr:s birthday were a pleasure to attend. 1'he afternoon
c,f presen~.·;·t··io. ns aq? oral argumentwas lntere~Ung a nd
weD done. ::ren)indl_llg us of the wnys thallaw::a'nd we; as
lawyers. can both'.'actvance and obstrucl movement for
!SOCial change.
•
Alltb~1indiViduals involved shoul.d be commended
for the Ume and effort devoted, especially the moot court
argument. The U10ughtful opening and closing remarks
of Profes~p:; MonjS and AlelnlkoQ"Jramed nicely U'ie
h"Cly oraLargument. Students really enjoyed seeing
?:-ofessors St. Antoine and Schauer under the fire of their
co11eagues. Dea.n l(.ollinger and Profe~sors CunnJngham
,.
'and Sandalow.
The faculty also deserves some recognition for Its ctr
sponsorship. with the National Lawyers Guild, of the
Criircal Legal Studies Lecture Series. "Shalteringllluslons:
~~ Perspe~Uves on the Law.· This lecture series began
.ast semes.ter with three lectures and wlll continue \vith
two more lectures this semester. So far the speakerS
!lave been very tnferes tlng and will likely conttnue to be

l

l

I

so.
Finally!, a number of the faculty,were game to pu t
hemselves ,up for auction in the LSSS fund-raiser a
C:CUple of weeks ago. One hopes this wiJI be a first step
hn generat{pg· n~o~ ~pos i!Jve fa cu.lty-st ~Jdent interaction
outside lhe'dassroom.
<
•
So for an the griping that ('an at times be heard, the
faculty shq!.l)d..b~ ,S9!11Jncnd~g for.ll9:spppc;>r (. of these
-:•orthwbiie''filiCI unconvcnUcinal acl.iViuc·s that~add color
azld dimension lo t~e regular La.w S<:hool e.xistence.
· ,. .
·
· :::, Jonathan Foot
1

grades made available to students.
• Even the head of the Law School administration.
Dean BolJinger. had not yet reported his grades a t the lime
of this writing.
These stories are only illus trative of the abuse of the
grading process by the faculty and the adminis tration.
Although many people debate whether grades should
hold a central position In analyzing student performance
or ability. no one doubts that grades are used frequently
to determine skill and talent. Moreover. grades are the
most objective and solid form of feedback a student may
receive. It Is confusing ard hypocritical for faculty to
stress the Importance of attendance. preparation and
pa rticipation while not providing feedback to students
while ills still useful. By promptly reporting class grades.
professors might convince the Jaded student body that
grades and classes do Indeed mean something beyond
being Invited to Join Law Review.
The faculty does offer several justifications for its
tardiness. The a rgument runs that legal courses have
lengthy essay sections and law professors have no teaching
assistants to help grade. meaning faculty members must
often grade hundreds of blue books single-handedly.
Thus. unlike their counterparts at other colleges. who
must report grades only days after exams end, professors
need lengthy periods of time to carefully read and comment
on the often Illegible scrawlings of students.
Yet few professors make more than hasty. illegible
comments on e.xams, claiming that students rarely ask to
see their tests. Perhaps professors could be required to
make a page of comments for each e.xam and have their
secretaries dis tribute their commentary along \vith a
grade. AI least s tudents would feel that the professor did
more than merely "throw the exams down a flight of stairs"
and rank them In order of how fa r they flew! Perhaps if
s tudents begin to receive consistent and useful feedback
from the great majority of the faculty. Interest in class
performance and e.xam writing will increase.
As to the argument I hat one person can't humanly be
required to grade several hundred tests in a short period
of time. why can't students who have already taken the
courses assist In grading? Are we so elitist to believe that
the winner of U1e book award in Property couldn't read
through c.xams. but only the experienced law professor
can truly comprehend depth and subtlety in legal prose?
Many other professional curricula and faculties have
s tudent a nd graduate assistants to grind through the
drudgery of e.xams. Perhaps the Law School could as well.
A final problem that could be solved very simply by the
administration Is the randomness of grade postings. The
·wailing wall" where professors· secretaries deposit grades
Is an antiquated. needlessly s tressful mode of grade
communication. Students who receive poor grades early
In the term may be forced to wait for weeks under the
burden of the unknown. Also this public display of such
a personal piece of information (even blindly reported)
strips student d ignity and anonymity. Finally, the system
Is rampant with pranks and practical jokes. which place
even more fear and hysteria unnecessarily in to law students'
inherently stressful lives.
A simple way to remove this an.xiety would be to hold
all grades from public distribution unW a report card can
be maiJed to each student. Every professor - visiting.
tenured. non -tenured and othenvise- would be subject
to equal pressure to complete grading so that all grades
could be made known. No one would suffer from early bad
news, and pranks would be nearly Impossible. By setting
a clear date, s tudents could anticipate when to tell
employers, become psychologically prepared and take a
more balanced approach to their s tudies.
Realistically. these proposals can only be enforced or
changes made if the Law School recognizes a real and
cognizant need to upset tradition. Unfortunately. the
faculty looks much more to its C1\Vn •needs an·d alumni

perspectives than to students. The administration. in
essence, exists to please the self-Interested faculty. which
seems all too often only tangentially Interested in
responsiveness to student concerns. Yet where can there
be a greater need for responsiveness than in the area of
grades?
Students, admittedly. complain amongst themselves
year after year about this s ituation. Fear of retalfation or
disapproval from the very people who control letters of
recommendation, class discussion and of course final
grades. Is very real among the discontented student body.
Also the quick three-year turnover rate makes it difficult
for any student protest to gain substantial momentum.
One exception to this combination of fea r and
disorganization is the summer session. Over the years.
students have risen to protes t faculty proposals to
discontinue th is option. With support from several
prominent faculty members. students have saved the
program from extinction.
I call on the Law School Student Senate to make an
immediate issue of what students have complained about
for years amongst themselves. Easy and appropriate
solutions are available. and now is the time to ask the
faculty to stop playing hypocritical games of carrot and
sUck with the student body. The pressures and structure
of the Law School make it difficult for individuals to speak
out against the outrageously self-indulgent acts of the
faculty.
The Senate. as t he students' elected
representatives. should listen to the undercurrent of
criticism. cynicism and an.xiety created by the haphazard
system that has e\·oh·ed a t Michigan Law School. Surely
one of the nation's premier schools can take better care of
its future alumni.

:,.G ive Me·Baseball
• . ·.: By Kat hleen Gardiner
awoke this morning to the clock radio and talk of
the Tiger bullpen and an Lnstantaneous. visceralcravtng.
I.,:'?.f'rH baseba]J. .
, :
,,:: ·
· ' :I wanf summer and clean lJne drives and the soft
summer dust that feels like velvet between bare toes. I.
lil\,t;"l,rnillion.. c:>ther Detroiters. fncludl ng Sparky Anderson.
{v.i~t . the oid' Culllermo Hernandez. the I 984 model.
back.
.,,,~;:) want,. !l'Y l,O ·y~:ar·old1o try out for pit~per this
i iimmer ; arid mcire'' fmpor!ant. 1 \vant my sons to learn
the lessons of the game. to leam thatlfyou want to play
in U}.e bi.g lea.gues so.Q1eday, you don't have to~ the best
toi:iilY· .You don't have to be the best tomorrow'. or even
the day after 'that You just have to be there. today. and
tqmorrow, and next year. and t.he year after that. I
s h6uld kno\9 H. It's the same'Catecbis.rri I repeat tomyself
'e ach time a fresh g rade s heet is posted.
r want baseball. I.-awn-chair-waffled legs and kids
pl.ci5ing weedy flowers In the outfield. l want to see my
three·-Yea.r-old Wlth the \~<ic ked a rm become the first
female pitcher for the Tigers. Heck, I'd even setUe for the
flfst female fust bas.eperson for the Toledo Mudhens.
1 want basebaJI. I want summer. 1 want this first
long year oflaw school. the boot camp of the brain. to be
behind me.
-, want baseball.
And miraculously, on a grimy gray day. I was given
baseball. Baseball given by the master of baseball, and
given m asterfully. 1 wac; given baseball as narrative.
basebaD as sublime symmetry. baseball as macrocosm
a nd ba.<>eball as family. Heady enric-hment to a soul who
only knew baseball as Ufe.
Soon a February day that ended as it began, w1tb an
hour's whit.e-knuckle dnve 'in a freezing drizzle. I
to
sa thank ou. Dr. Cia matll. for an hour of summer.

nave

rhis year more than
. 25,000 graduating
law students will
take BAR/BRI in
preparation for their
bar examination.

There must be areason why.
BAA REVIEW
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Letters
MAP Column Racist, Inaccurate and Unfair
Available to All
To the Editor :

The University of Michigan and its Law School have a
strong and proud commitment to being a diverse
community in which persons of different races. ethnic
backgrounds. religions. sexual orientations. nationalities
and cultures can thrive and Jearn from one another. The
Law School and the University also are dedicated to
mcreaslng the number of attorneys from racial and ethnic
minorities who are slgnillcanUy underrepresented In the
~ega! profession, and the Minority Affairs Program (MAP} is
one e.'<O.lllple of this institution's comrniirnent to its goal
and its minority students.
Furthermore, as long as it is not a n unusual experience
forminority students to receive insults or slights based on
elhnicity in Law School and other University classroom
buildings and dormitories and on the s treets ofAnn Arbor.
there remains a need for Law School sponsored peer
support for minority students. As long as most minority
students have the same first-year academic jitters as most
other law students. an academic component to that s upport
is logical and appropriate.
It is critically important to correct the Inaccurate
infonnation conveyed in Robert Goldberg's opinion piece
last week about MAP. Let us set the record straight. No
academic exercises are used in MAP which are not available
to all students through the LawSchool-11nancecl individual
and group tutoring programs described during oJientaUon,
advertised in The Docket and In the Law School Student
Handbook and available to all law s tudents upon request
through Dean Gordan's office. Most professors will ta lk to
any student about course work or exams. A few will talk
to none. The potentially divisive idea s uggested by Goldberg
that some first years would be "livid" about MAP is
distressing when any s tudent who wishes to seek free
academic assistance individually or In a group at Law
School expense may do so through the tutoring program.
and many do routinely. Goldberg's inaccurate portrait of
MAP does a disservice to all students who may as a result
be discouraged from lakin ~ advantage of these
opportunities. Furthermore. his column diminishes the
tremendous energy and effort devoted to this School by the
~1AP instructors and by tutors In the general tutoring
program who provide a network of needed personal and
academic support to all interested Jaw students.
'
Assistant Dean Virginia B. Gordan
Associate Dean Susan M. Eklund

Racist Paternalism

To the Editor:

Every Wednesday. like clockwork. Robert Goldberg's
'Clear and Present· column presents an entertaining s ide
show to help break-up the grueling work week. But Robert
Goldberg, your time Is up and your s how Is no longer
tolerable. It Is surprising that Goldberg would act as a
spokesperson for black Jaw students when It Is clear that
his motives are illicit and his opinions are racist.
For centuries, the "Great White Fa thers· have
attempted to define us, to delineate our intelligence and to
romince even ourselves ofour inferiority. Not surprisingly.
Goldberg has assumed his traditional role and taken up
the torch ofbla tan t pa ternalism, to guide the black masses
back to the "stigma-free· glory clays (where men were men.
and men were white}. Even the most insensitive people
recogniZe their built-In prejudice. However. Goldberg
denies a ny possible racist motlva tlon for his opinions. It
Would seem that Goldberg cloth protest too much.
If we may borrow a quotatlon from his la test opinion
Piece: "Members ofsuccessful ethnic groups are JmpatienUy
frustrated with the bleak progress, arguably even regress.
of black America (and we are ashamed of our feelings} .
When Will an innocent geQeration be deemed fully

absolved?" His message Is clear: Black Americans are not
a s uccessful ethnic group: ·successful ethnic groups· are
asha med of our regress. which is of our doing. But Robert
Goldberg. we are a s uccessful people, and it is not we who
have regressed but the great American empire which is
continuing its deep decline.
The very fact that there are black s tudents at The
University of Michigan Law School s peaks to our success
in s pite of a host of Robert Goldberg's. But. this is-a story
for another day.
With regard to our ·sacred entitlement" and this
country's ·act ofgenerosity. · wewouJcl suggest you acquaint
yourself with those who have wrested (politically. militarily
a nd in many other ways} our "mighty benefits·: Nat
Turner. Marcus Garvey. W.E.B. DuBois. Harriet Tubman.
Sojourner Truth. Langston Hughes. Zora Neale Hurston.
Kwame Nkrumah, Nelson Mandela. Malcolm X. Martin
Luther King Jr. , Medger Evers, Fannie Lou Hamer. Ella
Baker, Haile Selassi, Amilcar Cabral, Thurgood Marshall.
Toni Morrison, Jesse Jackson, Alvin Pouissant. Gloria
Naylor. Barbara J ordon and. of course, John Brown.
But. Robert Goldberg. if you have any problems
contacting the aforementioned people, please feel free to
contact us.
Barron Wallace
President, Black Law Students Alliance

Right-wing Ideas
To the Editor:
Robert Goldberg's column last week on the Minority
Affairs Program (!VlAP} was ignored by some, was agreed
with by some and offended many others. I fall into the
category of the offended for at least two reasons. First.
Robert Goldberg , uses his pretensions to liberalism to
mask what is hard-core right-wing philosophy. Second.
his propositions themselves threaten any progress we
have made as a society thus far and set us on a course for
continued racial inequity and turmoil.
The cornerstone of race policy for the Reagan
administration and other right-wing groups is the theory
(sometimes called the "colorblind" system} that any
reference to difference between racial groups is inherently
racist and wrong. Goldberg espouses this ideology when
he says. "Either black students are every bit as capable as
white students (the unalterable fact} or they need special
help to compete .. .. · This sounds like a truis m. Of course
blacks a re as capable.
Goldberg says, "To be
unobjectionable, !MAP] would have to be open to all."
Again, implying that dra\ving any distinction on racial
grounds is inheren Uy racist. This theory is truly seductive
because its logic is apparent on its face. It breaks down.
however. when It is viewed as a part of the society in which
we actually Jive. Minorities. on the whole. do not start with
the same advantages that most of society has. The point
of MAP is to build the confidence and academic interest of
minorities. so they will perform to their true potential and
start to change the imbalances thateJdst in society. Think.
rigi)t now, what is the color of the poorest urban
neighborhoods? What is the color of life iii a stately
mansion?
If the color dillerences that these images evoke were a
result ofa fluke, we probably shouldn't worry about it. But
history denies such an interpretation. Why does the FBI
not interview here any more? Why does Baker & McKenzie
not interview at Chicago anymore? Personal prejudice is
fueled by stereotypes about blacks in particula r which
were first promulgated on a \vide scale after the abolition
of s lavery in an effort to justify the sys tematic e.xclusion of
blacks from the opportunities of white society. Racist
theories of the past have evolved into ·unconscious·
prejudice today. For example. the notion that blacks are
in the ghettos because they are not as diligent as other
minorities. They are in ghettos because they started there,
stripped ofthe}r cuJture, devoid ofeducational opportunities

and told to buy th eir way out. S uch prejudice makes It
easy for employers to hire whites. all the while thinking
they did so "on the merits" because they "perceived" that
a minority wouldn't work as hard. Personal theories like
those of AI Carnpanis are rarely on 1V. but a re kept in the
minds of many.
Robert Goldberg's column actually goes furU1er than
the straight Reagan administration theory. Such theory
says we can't give minorities opportunities unless they
perform up to white standards. Goldberg is against MAP
merely because it attempts to help minorities to perform
to those standards.
If this School is going to make an effort to bring more
minorities into the student body (a benefit to the School
even if for no other reason than Increasing student body
diversity}. how can we justify failing to insure their receipt
of the full benefit of what the School otTers?
What may be the most disconcerting about Goldberg's
piece is his inability to distinguish between minority
groups. Of course a program for "Irish students· or
·Je\vish atheists" would be discredited because if you look
a t the make-up of those groups. they are at least evenly
distributed throughout the wealth and education spectrum.
Arguably. they are more heavily concentrated at the midto-upper range.
Goldberg says. as if revealing a scandal. "In truth,
MAP is mostly for black s tudents.· Well. mostly blacks are
the ones who were forced into the lowest caste of our
society, and continue to be denied opportunities because
meritocracy doesn't work unUI everyone has a level playing
field.
The crowning quotation in this vein was. "Members of
successful ethnic groups a re impatiently frustrated with
the bleak progress. arguably even regress. ofblackAmerica
... .• This is just dripping with unconscious racism.
"IS]uccessfu l ethnic groups" are impatien Uy frustrated
that blacks don't do as well as they dol When coupled with
the column's treating of all minorities as somehow eq ually
persecuted, it says that blacks a re just slow. that they are
not as capable of rising to the lop as other minorities are.
This is a r acist notion, a nd I'm sure most people. including
Robert Goldberg. unders tand why blacks In particular
face a much deeper and more difficult problem tha n
others. We need to be very careful to avoid such easy-wayout arguments.
Finally. I shouJd point out that Goldberg's assertion
that affinnative action Is either an act of gratuitous
generosity or a punishment on the majort ty for the wrongs
of their ancestors is simply wrong.
If we compare Congress's decision to pay damages to
those Japanese Americans who were imprisoned during
World War II. most people would agree tha t the money Is
not a punishment against the rest of society. but an
attempt to restore the damage done to those people. I
applaud this. Unfortunately. a large portion of black
society is left in the same state of poverty and (un}education
as It was when it was enslaved. Further. Institutional.
society-wide racism keeps them from breaking out.
We have yet to remedy that ongoing denial of rights.
Passing a bill In Congress to pay damages to all blacks
affected (plus an order to magically enjoin all racial
barriers that still exlst - FBI. Baker & McKenzie, AI
Campanis. etc.} would probably double the already
ridiculous national debt. We need creative remedies. both
to make the minority community whole. and to stop future
racism.
Robert Goldberg's column attacks a program which
attempts to give minorities (albeit underprivileged
minorities} greater confidence that they really do belong
here. There are less than 100 black Jaw students here. and
the School lends to function on essentially white norms.
Any organization which tries to assure blacks and all
minorities that they do belong here. and encourages them
to do well, should be applauded. 'Nhether they went to
Harvard or Washtenaw Community College, the better
See MAP, page SIX
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MAP Column Racist, Inaccurate and Unfair
Robert Goldberg. those studen ts that View their fellow
black s tudents as betng somehow Jess of a person than
they are not led to that viewpoint by the existence of a MAP
group. They are more than likely people that see bla cks as
different merely because of their skin color. Much like tn
Nazi Germany the ·way that J ewish people were envisioned
by the Nazis was not due to some shortcoming In the
J eWish people, it was due to a gross prejud ice and demented
psyche on the part of the Nazis .
If you are worried abou t blacks being stigmatized
Robert Goldberg please try to d irect your efforts where
there is a legitimate possibility that a stigma exists. If I
may say so, I believe that each and every b lack student a t
this Law School is fa r too sophisticated to allow any
archaic steretotype to affect them In a ny way.
As far as the MAP group Is con cerned, we do not offer
the minority s tuden ts anyth ing d ifferent from what is
available to every student a t their request. The sample
exam quesUons p rovided a re available through Dean
Virginia Gordan a nd the answers are n ever graded only
commented upon. In my personal experience any sample
ques tions that I received I circulated to anyone who
wanted to see them, regardless of their race! Remedial
e.'<aillS are something that would be devised to provide a
remedy for a deficiency. Goldberg's use of the term
"remedial" is another attempt to Insult. There is nothing
remedial about anything that MAP does. If there was a
deficien cy that MAP tried to cure It Is the one that exists
in white society that prevents some whites from being able
to accept blacks. When blacks come to The University of
Michigan campus they are not greeted with open arms by
all their fellow students. Blacks are aware of the history
ofMichigan and sometimes the re will be an understandable
apprehension. This is something that MAP h opes to
alleviate by creating a support group for s tudents tha t
have been traditionally not acrepted on the campus of
Michigan.
Goldberg writes . "Members ofs uccessful ethnic groups
are impatiently fru strated with lhe bleak progess. aguably
even regress, of black America . ... • Wha t successful
groups Goldberg is talking about I a m not s ure. bull am
sure that since Goldberg is Jewish it includes the Jewish
Will Walker people. First off there can be no comparison made of
blacks to any other minority group in America. Blacks
experienced special tragedies in the periods of s lavery all
the way to the present and no amount of time can wear
away the scars. Black people do go a round canying
To th e Editor:
special identification letting the world know they a re black
Last week The Res Gestae printed the opinion piece by and in most cases It is a knowledge that gives us great
Robert Goldberg entitled "MAP Does More Harm Than pride. As an ethnic group blacks did not come to America
Good.· This was an unfortunate act by the RG because the and drop the s ulfLxes off their names or change their
column turned out to be absolute journalistic garbage. names completely so they could easily assimilate. No
Goldberg trodded over a very sensitive issue with combat blacks wore their racial classillcatlon on their faces so it
boots on and his blinders firmly in place. treating the issue wou ld be easy for the oppressor to push them back. Maybe
recklessly and unfairly.
blacks have not progressed as quickly as some other
Unfortunately Goldberg holds the opinions reflected ethnic groups, but then there is no olher ethnlc group that
In his column and he informs me that others at our School had so far to go or has come so far from whence they began
are In total accord with what he writes. This is very in America. Not to men lion as those oUte r ethnic groups
depressing because all oflhe accusations made by Goldberg reached their goals many of them proceeded to jump on
were uninvesUgated fabricalions. The piece's main poin t the band wagon and help hold lhe black man and woman
was the effect that the Minority Affairs Program (MAP) has back.
on its pruiiclpatlng students. but the writer neglected to
Goldberg asks. "When will an Innocent generation be
talk with anyone represen ling the program. What Goldberg deemed fuUy absolved?" Innocent my ass. Ulls generation
implies from his column is that he can tell us how black is just as guilty as any. This generation has spawned more
law s tudents respond to certa in stimuli and also how white supremacis t groups than any time In the past. It
wrute students perceive the abilities of blacks. He must now embarks on a demented trend caUcd ·skinheads.·
have conducted some very interesting experiments.
Goldberg writes that blacks wrongly think ofafT'umative
l contend that all Goldberg is doing is expressing his action as a right. Why should blacks not think ofaffirmative
own racist attitudes, and those who share that racist action as a right? Blacks have a right to equal opportunities
outlook will be more than willing to pat Goldberg on the and we know this society does not hold our eq ual
back and say, "Good job, I am glad you had the guts to say opportunHies to blacks. So the only way that it can be
it.· But do not get me wrong. I am not calling Goldberg a rectified Is \vlth programs like a ffirmative action and that
racist, he said that he was not a racist.
is still far from enough. Just give me the 40 acres and a
Goldberg. although Intelligent. Is hopelessly naive, he mule tha t my ancestors were promised during Ute abolition
believes tha t black law students who participate in MAP of slavery and along with It all the interests lhal have
are stigmatizing all black students. Therefore when a accrued and then maybe the debt will be on Its way to
black student walks down the hall he is wearing a scarlet payment.
·o. ·much like theStarofDavld that the J ewish people had
You are right. Roberi Goldberg. when you say the MAP
to wear in Nazi occupied Germany,! would suppose. Well, group is none of your bus iness and I hope in the fu ture it
Continued from page FIVE
they ach ieve here. the more they can change the color
structure of Ute real-world meritocracy. This. I submit. is
a good thing.
Robert Goldberg's column offends in many ways. But
chiefly It does so by purporting to be a liberal or even
moderate view. His s uggestion that we have · transcend led]
legitimate limits" of (I suppose) good deeds to minorities
resou nds with the majority opinion in the 1883 Civil
Righ ts Cases wh ich was a death blow to bla ck freedom for
80 years. Then he has the audacity to invoke Martin
Luther King. J r. KJng would not have stood for that.
Goldberg wonders If he should put MAP Into what he
calls the "you 're-right-but-so-what· ca tegory. Appa rently
he a lready decided he was right. a nd so h e only had to
decide tfll was worth bothering over. I. on the other hand ,
wouJd put It into what I call the •you're-wrong-and+ wish you 'd-s hut-up· category. This Is a completely gratuitous
statemen l. b u t it merely goes to show the silliness of trying
to justi.J)r your argument by putting it into a self-named
category.
For those who still cling to the ·colorblind" ideal, I
propose a new MAP. This program Is open and available
to anyone without regard for any racial differences. To get
the benefits of this program you need only show that you
are a member of some group (white, black or otherwise)
that has been subject to slavery under law In this country.
and was segregated from the fruits of the society on the
basis of being a member of that group and, further , can
sUll s how evidence that. today. obstacles exist which tend
to keep the group In its existing state of disproportionate
poverty and lack of education. If members ofany race can
show that they are associated with such a group, they are
enUUed to the program.
Clearly no racial lines have been drawn. Sure, it has
the effect of dlsproporUonaie admission for some racial
groups. but so did the exclusion of methadone users in
NYCTA u. Beaz.er. For lhat matter, so does a system which
claims equal opportunity for all, but then bases lhe
o pportu nity on achievements which require people to
already h ave what has for centuries been denied to the
minority community.

Absolute Garbage

will remain none ofyou r business. Il ls ob vious that the
. ·ue s and
MAP concept was a result of the racist a c t lVl
atmosphere of the University of lhe past. It is m e':ly an
attempt to help the University make the trans ition mto a
racially mLxed institution a nd most Importantly . when
that is achieved it wlll hopefully help it remain that wa~
lt is so Ironic that you are considered a mino rity. W~at. ts
most disturbing Is that now you stand with th e m aJonty
and criticize the attempts of others to bring u s all closer
together. Whatever your goa l was by writin g su.ch an
insensitive piece I do not know. But wh a t I can say ts that
you have raised the ire of many people a nd I personally
feel. that as a MAP adviser you have qu estion ed my h onor
and the honor of the program.
Tony Tunnell

M firmative Action
Con tinued from page TWO
suspend the firm from on-campus interviewing. Such an
action is not only fair. but would send a stron g signaJ to
other employers that Michigan Law School \vlll n ot tolerate
discriminatory hiring practices. Otherwise. we only pay
lip service to the anti discrimination policy.
As for affirmative action programs generally. I think
most people would agree that If circumstances s h ow a past
pattern of discrimination. then corrective measures are
legitimate. The problem Is that it has become more and
more difficult to prove a pattern of discrimin ation. For
example. less than a month ago. the Supreme Court ruJed
in City of Richmond u. Croson Co. that large statistical
disparities arc not sufficient evidence of d iscrimination.
But after the affirmative action program was instituted in
Richmond, city contracts awarded lo minorities went from
less than one percent to nearly 30 percent.
Finally, Hobert Goldberg's claim that the Minority
Affairs Program bestows a competitive advan tage on
minority students Is ludicrous. I attended MAP meetings
n ot Infrequently when I was a firs t-year stu de n t. so I
should know. The program helps many flrst-year studems
adjust loan environment that. while completely comfortable
for most white students . is rather intimidating. hostile and
unfamiliar to minorities. I do agree that there are those at
this Law School who have a competitive advantage. but
that advantage does not typically belong to minorities.
That advantage starts at an early age when a s tudent
attends the best schools . teams from the best teachers. in
modem facilities. in a n atmosphere free from racial
discrimination.
Charles J . Vtgil

. ":-;·=··

:·To t h e Editor:
·' •. As a sel(-proclaimed ·weather
to read
last week's "Survey Says".
gets75.3 inches ofsnow peryear. Such
. mean that we receive more snow yearly .
e.lther
Oenveror8illlngs. Montana. and more than~isinarck.
NOrth Dakota, and Boise Cily, Idah ? ·, ~ombined.
:.Obviously, a otistake was made.
.,
·
•:. · Tho ugh I do not have s ta tistics for Ann
se, r;>·etroit receives an average of39 inches
I s.us pect the figures for Ann Arbor.are·
· •· Though I applaud the RG's ·
a11d personally wish we got
incht:fol'soow
£'could not let this
,u..J~. .. .....
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a
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Bargain Compact Discs Available
Their d is count policy is good, but I hale having to buy
REPEAT THE BEAT (Telegraph, between Ford Road
By Don Wheat on
Compact Dis cs (CDs) have only been aro u nd abvut mulliples to get th e bar gain. Finally, School kids' is one of and Cherry Hill, Dearborn): Prices here have recently
five years. but the past year saw them surpass LPs in u n its the more expens ive import places. Blame that on the drop ped because of record-company direct shipping. New
shipped for the first time. It seems the LP Is headed for captive a udience and tha t it's really the only place In Ann prices ran ge from $9.99-$ 14.99, but the store runs a
cou pon weekly in the Metro Times a nd Free Press for $2 off
oblivion, where it will meet its former compatr iots. the 8· Arbor to purch ase impor ts.
STATE
DISCOUNT
(State,
near
Liberty):
This
is
the
any
disc $14.99 or more, $1 off all others (wh ich Includes
track tape and 78 LP.
Indeed. CDs are impressive. eliminating the pops . bargain shopper's d ream for n ew CDs . Most newer titles any of their vast u sed collections). The import selection Is
crackles. and skips found in conventional vinyl records. are $ 12.99, while budget COs a re $8.99 and $9.99. The respectable. but a tad pricey at $20.99-$24.99. Used
They're smaller, easier to s tore, and iftreated properly. will only drawback is the h il-and-miss seleclion: sometunes prices run from $8.99 to $10.99, but reduce that by a
last a long time. How long. no one is sure, because of a you can fi nd a ll that you 're looking for. sometimes you dollarwilh your coupon. Their selection is great. and their
smoldering controversy centered on the possibility of come up dry. Every so often th ey run 3 -2 - 1 sales, reducing trade values are good. too: $5-6 on a budget. $8 on a
high er-list. A big plus is that they supply a CO player and
oxidation of the alumin um laminate fLxed on the plastic the $9.99s to $9.00.
PJ's USED RECORDS (Packard, between State and headphones so that you can listen to any used disc in
diSc. Suffice it to say that with care. CDs will last a lot
longer than the average LP, which is more prone to the Hill): This place is one of the most expen sive used CD which you have an interes t. Hours a re 1-1 0 M-Th. 10stores in the area. with a limited selection. They only sell Midnigh t F-Sat. 12·6 Sun. Take 1·94 East to Telegraph
l'agaries of heat. cold. and humidity.
Yet there a re some trade-otis with purchasin~ CDs as used discs. PJ's recently had a ·savage CD Reduction Road North (Exit 202). and il's on the light side j ust pas1
opposed to vinyl. First, they're smaller. This quality is Sale." but most titles will run between $9 and $ 12. For a light between Cheny Hill and Ford Roads.
DESIRABLE DISCS (Ford Road. just east of
roth an advantage and disadvantage because the record used CDs. that's e.."Xpensive. Trade values vary, but for a
companies have to squeeze all the liner notes Into a tiny good title expect a bit more money than at other stores Merriman. Carden City) and DESIRABLE DISCS II
(Schaefer,just south of Ford Road, Dearborn):
t:ooklet that fits in the front of the jewel box(the
These two shops have an okay selection of new
CD storage case). Second, if the CD master
tape is not transferred properly. they can have
"Sure, they have p eriodic sales, and some offer 'buy CDs and imports. but a rather complete
of used discs. Their used COs lend to
a Jot of hiss or be tinny. with a flatler bass
two, three or four, get $X discount' crap, but you still selection
be priced higher than their competitors·.
response. This is not so much a problem of the
end up paying more than necessary" at the chains. especially in the budget category. Prices range
disc. but of the record company. Unfortunately.
from S8.98 to $11.98 for used discs. Including
a.any record companies have rushed some
budgets. Trade values are around $4-5 for
recordings to the market with cut sections.
lx>tched-transfers, and otherwise shoddy master-tape because of their higher prices.
budget. $6-8 for higher-list. New discs are around the
WAZOO RECORDS (S tate , just n orth of William): $ 14.99 range. Imports tend to be a bit higher. in the
p:oduction. Record companies also have not put care and
time into transferring some of the original liner notes into Wazoo is an improving CD store. In recent months. they've $20.99-$23.99 range. Still, you can rake up some good
the little CD booklets. As a result. much of the attraction dropped their prices on used COs to the $10 range, a bit purchases, especially when they put the used discs on
(as well as information) is lost. CD owners should subscribe less for budget discs. Their selection is a bit br0ader. sale. Hours a re 11·9 M-F. 10-7 Sat. 12·4 Sun. Take M·
to Digital Audio's CD Reuiew to get lh is kind of information partly due to their offering new discs. but they tend to have 14 East to I-275 South. exit a lFord Road a nd lum Lcfl.
significantly more discs than their local competition. I Follow Ford to Merriman. and look for DO on the left just
·it's a very comprehensive publication.
Originally. p rices of both CD players and COs were a haven't traded there in a while. but if memory serves me after lhe Merriman intersection. Keep going east on Ford
big obstacle to the medium's aJ'fordabiliLy. But players can correctly. Wazoo offers in the $4 -5 for budget and S6-8 for to Schaefer, tum light. and sight DDII on the left.
SAM'S J AMS (9 Mile, 1/ 2 block west of Woodward,
be had now from between $125 and $2 .000. The CDs higher-list COs in trade.
PUFFER RED RECORDS AND BOUTIQUE (Michigan Ferndale): Often the store for the trendy and cool. Sa:n 's
themselves used to be priced out of the average person's
reach. Not anymore. With the increase of sales of COs. a Ave., Ypsilanti): I've never been to this one. so I have no J ams often otTers free concerts in the store by both new
strong used CD market has a risen to meet demand. Used idea what it's like.
and established musicians. The CD section Is separated.
with a Rock room a nd aJa7.z/Ciassical room. The normal
CDs are a good bet. because unless the disc h as a
concentric scratch upon the playback surface. a used CO
METROPOUTAN DETROIT (Wa y ne , Oakland, and llst for new d iscs is $ 10.99-$14.99, and used discs sell for
is the same as a new CD. except it is n't shtink -wrapped . Macomb Counties): If you 're willing to d rive, you can fi nd $8.99-$1 0.99. Ordinarily. no coupons here. but they lend
Moreover, when CDs originally came to market, only excellen t selection for lower prices. plus many used CD to have decent sales on new COs. The used selection is
about five production plants existed in the world; some bargains. Here are my persona l favorites:
pretty good, but it Is split bel:\veen the two rooms as well.
RECORD TIME (10 Mile Road, b etween Kelly and Hou rs a re 11 -9 M-Th. 11-Midnight Fri. 10·9Sat. and 12·
titles were very difficult to get a copy of. and if you could,
the cost was proh ibit ive. In the last two and a half years. Gratiot, East Detroit): I've been trading with this store 6 Sun. The biggest drawback abo ut Sam's Is that there's
more than seven U.S. plants have come on line, and prices s ince the second day it opened (abou t six years ago). These reaJJy n o good way to get there. When God deci<,les to allow
!:a\·e dropped. Sure. you can still go to a chain store and folks have never done me·wrong. Their CD selection is the I-696 lobe completed, travel there will be copacetic;
drop $16.99 for a new disc . but why would you? excellent, with most new CD prices in th e $9.99-$ 13.99 until then. about the best way to get there is M-14 East to
Convenience is one thing, but being robbed blind is range. If you want an import disc, th is is the place to get l-275 Nor th lo 1-696 East to the Telegra ph Road North exit.
another.
it, for both price and selection. Prices ra nge from $15.99· hang a Ralph on 12 Mile Road, follow 12 Mile to Woodward
So this article boils down to its essential question for $20.99. with most in the $18.99-$19.99 area; if they don't Avenue, h an g another Ralph on Woodward. then h ang
both the rabid fan and average collector: "Where the hell have it in stock. they usually can get it within a week or a nother Ralph on 9 Mile Road (which is h ard to spot). then
dol buy the discs around Ann Arbor/Detroit for the lowest 1:\vo. Their selection of CD s ingles is incredibly diverse. h ang a Larry at the light in front of the store. ~nd then a
prices?· Here's the scoop.
with difficult-to-fmd imports a s ta ple. Finally. Record Larry into the parking lol across from the back ofthe slore.
Time's used collection is sizeable. with prices for budget Now try to get home!
ANN ARBOR: Overall, this town is a real hit-and- COs in the $6-8 range. and h igher-list CDs are usually
OF F T HE RECORD (4th a nd Ma in, Royal Oa k):
miss for CO buyers. It has both expensive chains and $10.00. If you're trading. you can expect $5 on a budget. Their CD selection is suspect at best. a nd they have very
ultra-cheap stores. The city's only used stores are decen t. $7 on a higher -list. Hours are 11-9M-F. 10-8 Sal. 12-5 few used discs. Still. If you're in the rather trendy Royal
but depend upon the captive audience. Here's a breakdown: Sun. Take 1-94 East to Exit 228 (10 Mile Road). tum left Oak shopping area, s top in - you cou ld be surprised.
RECORD TOWN (Briarwood), JR's MUSIC SHOP from the exit and look for a small shopping strip after the Hours are 10-9 M-F. 10-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun. See the
(Briarwood), MUSICLAND (Arbor1and), a n d DISCOUNT third stoplight. It's the corner store, and it's more than directions to Sam's Jams, except don't tum right on
Woodward; keep traveling down 12 Mlle Road to Main
REcORDS (State at Liberty): Avoid these places at aJI worth the drive.
COSts, Record Town and Discount Records have the best
CAR CllY RECORDS (Harper, between 8 and 9 Mile Street. where you tum right. Follow Main to 4th Street.
selection. but you pay through the nose for it. None of Roads, S t. Clair Sh ores): The new collection of COs is
RECORD COLLECTOR (Grand River, just east of
these chains have truly figured out what a "budget· CD is. e..xtremely limited, and their used collection is steadily Lahser . Detroit): I've never traded for discs here before.
For recordings most of us are Interested ln. prices range growing. Prices range from $8- 11 for used discs. and but their used prices are in the $9-11 range. and lhey had
from $10.99 to $16.99. Sure. they have periodic sales. and they're rather liberal \vith their trade values. in the $6· 7 a limited selection. This place Is more known for Its rare
some otTer "buy two, three or four. get $X discount· crap, range. Claustrophobics beware, however. because this and international selections of music. particularly African
but you still end up p aying more than necessary.
store always seems overs tufTed and without a lot of room mus ic. Hours are 10-8M-F. 10-6 Sat. 12-5 Sun. Take MSCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS, SKR CLASSICAL(Liberty to breathe. The used CDs often can be difficu lt to exarnine 14 East to 1-96 East to Telegraph. tum left (north) from the
at Maynard ): I doubt that I have ever seen a better because of the space crunch. S till. ifyou're over in the east exit and follow Telegraph to Grand Rive r and tum right.
classical music selection. of fine -quality recordings. than s ubu rbs of Detroit. this is a d efinite stop. Hours are 10- Just after Lahser it'll be on your left In a small storefront.
at SKR Classical. Alas. the prices are pretty steep. 5:30 M-W. 10-9Th-Sat. and 12-5 S u n. Ifyou want LPs.
CD WAREHOUSE (Orchard Lake and Maple Roads,
Schoolklds' Records is a n eat shop, and the new CD room this is the place . Take l-94 East to Exit 225 (Vernier Road/ W. Bloomfield): This store carries no used discs and Its
isarnuch-n eeded Improvement. but thelrpricesareon the 8 Mile).. Proceed straight up Harper, it's about a 1 /2 mile. prices are rather steep: $ 11.99 for budget. $13.99-$ 14.99
steep side as well, in the $9.99 to $ 15.99 ra nge a nd u p. on the right.
See CD STORES, page EIGHT

Submit pieces wI proper remittance (50 ~ / first 25 words . 25 ~ /each add it!:;al t
10 words) to Lisa Salvia's pendaflex by noon Mondays. (2L) Notices f or st en
organizations in good standing with the RG are free.

Classifieds
Personafs ·

J/

Iill

Happy Valentine's Day Boo Boo! You're the
· chocolate-chocolate chip Ice cream· in my
Hfel xoxo Yogi

Personafs

Valentine's Day.
L.G. A Sparky Valentine for you.
The Mascot.

Regan: Pitchfork. pitchfork. pitchfork.
Thongs on Ice play-off hockey. Thursday
night. 11:45 p.m.. Yost Ice Arena. Be there
and Be loud.
FL: I'm crazy about any woman who uses
·anllpathy· In casual conversation. But
then again. you probably forgot about that
too.
John Moore: Sony about all the nasty
things I said Saturday. Except the part
about you being ugly. Yourworstnighlmare

Sluggers: Word reaches the White House
that you wish to "challenge· the mighty RC
to a bowling match. Challenge accepted!!
Contact the Czar to set the lime and place.
Just remember: Fools rush in where angels
fear to tread!
EP: I'm really not a honible person. no
matter how many people say otherwise.

'fl. This is our 5th Valentine's Day together
and I Jove you more now then ever before.
I know my love for you will continue to
grow. so here's to the 5th year!
Love you, Mrs. Tl

Taki ng U1e February NYS Bar? Special
Post-Bar Celebration Package. 72 hours of
Dionysian Revelry; all meals. services Incl. TO: Into each and every life a few hundred
choco-rhipcooklesshould(must)fall.Don't
Call Dean at (2 12)826-2135 for details.
wony, I've decided to forgive you for last
week. I guessthatmeansyou'reback inmy
·t.C. ·: Happy Valentine's Day. I'm ready cookie-making good graces. Lucky for you
for your "99 shots· whenever you're ready - I'd hate/love (reaction formation) to see
to give them. If you win. I'll chalk It up to what a groveling. cookie-ravished person
experience. Thanks, and let's feed the would look like.
euch re monkey soon!
Cactus Stomper: Are you "road running·
Cheryl: Thinking of you on our first VD. away from my challenge??? Has Gump's

Joe

hr::~in

Lovesla\·e: Happy Valentine's Day! I .,
you. even though we disagree annually
about the Inherent social value of the
swimsuit Issue. Kissy-face. Snowbunny.
Attention: Buster Cut and Filthy Pepe! If
you'll be my ValenUne. I'll consider
Montana. Love to Josie- Junio.
R.D.: I'm sony things are so bitter on our
second VD. Bloodhound
Schnookums: Meeting you has been the
most wonderful thing In my life. Happy

11o n ~

mol ion~~~~???

For Sale or Rent

Ill /

Plrn!'.r

acknowledge. Don't miss your chance to
brush next to greatness. ·w.G. •

Interested in writing
about the interesting
happenings of the Law
School? Want to
schmooze with those
who do? Join the RG
staff.

Super sublet. ~ay through September.
with a fa ll option on a huge. 2+ person
efficiency. completely furnished (including
kitchen) with a frreplace. 1 block from law
school.
$400/ mth negotiable. heat
included. Contact Ka thy Weir by penda flcx
or call 6 68-7120.
Three female law school s tudents need a
nonsmoking roomma te to sha re a bedroom
in a modern 3 bedroom apartment
beginning mid-May.
Fully fumished.
central a/c. microwave. 2 full bathrooms .
covered parking. sundcck. washer/ dryer.
in building. 2 blocks from law school. $298/
month (includes heat). Call Chris tine or
Sharon at 995-5745 for more Info.
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The LSSS Social Committe thanks everyone
who volu nteered ilieir time as dealers. lD
r hcckers a nd bartenders of Casino Night.
A special thank you goes to Kevin
Woodhouse and Kelly Lambert for their
help durinf! set-up and clea n-up. Most o f
a ll. we thank Sue Luther. Lynne W u n:burg.
Lisa Freema n. Colleen Gra nt and MarujaFelLx-Garcia forilieirenthusiasm . creati\it:y
and hard work; we could n't have d one il
without you! Great Job! Yvonne D. Powell
a nd Scott Gessler; Co-Chai rs.
The winnin~ raffie tickets from Casino Night
were: 525l04:464184;and525042. Please
contact Yvonne Powell as soon a s possible
If you have one of these tickets.
Archibald Cox. the flrst special prosecutor
for the investigation of Watergate and
chairman of Common Cause. will present
the keynote address for the two -day 1989
Neil Staebler conference on "Ethics: The
Corners tone of Public Trust.· Cox will
speak at I p.m., Thurs.. Feb. 16 in the
Ha ck ham Ampthilhealre. Presented by
the U-M Ins titute of Public Policy Studies,
the ronference will take place 12:30 to 9
p.m., Feb. 16 a nd 8:30 to 6 p.m., Feb. 17.
All conferenc·c even ts. except lunc heon and
dinne r. are free. open to the publi c and will
be helcl inthe RackhamSchoolofGraduate

'LSSS 1989-90 Elccllons: Elections for
next year's Senate will take place on Wed..
Mar 15, 1989. All positions with the
exception of one Board of Governors s lot
will be avaiJable. Nominating Petitions wiJI
be available on the Senate door beginning
Mon .. Feb. 13 at 10 a.m. Completed
Petitions are due Wed. Feb. 22 by 5 p.m. All
candidates with completed petitions mus t
schedule to have their picture taken on
Feb. 22. 23. or241h bv noon. lf:wvone has S l11rli P.S.
questions. please contact Lisa Freeman or
MarUa Willen.
The Family Law Project has s ever al cases
available immediately! Ifyou are interested
The Family Law Project is looking for a ln helping victims of d omestic violence
Summer Coordinator for Summer 1989. while gaining practical experience in the
Duties Include clien t contact and law. Leave a note in Christine Drylle's (2L}
representation. office management. and pendaflex. Training provided with case
otherwise working with indigent victims of a ssignment. New volunteers welcome!
domestic violence in Washtenaw County.
For more Informa tion, contact Chrisline
Drylle or Julia Stronks a t 763-6591.
Resu mes should be submitted by Friday.
March 3. The SununerCoordinator pos ition
has been funded by an SFF grant in past
years.

Area CD Stores Rated
Continued from page SEVEN
for new releases. With no trade possibiJities.
your costs are higher. Hours are 10-9:30
M-Th,10-IOF-Sat.12-5Sun. TakeM-14
East tol-275North tol-696East to Orchard
Lake Road, turn left ofT the exit and proceed
past Maple Road (15 MiJe). and the store
wiJl be in a shopping strip on the right.
JUST CDs (Orchard Lake and 12 Mile
Roads, Farmington): This store also only
carries new discs, and its prices a re high.
Budgets range$11.99 -$13.99, new releases
run $13.99-$14.99. butBlllboard 's Top 10
COs are just $12.99. Hours are 10-10 MSat. 10-6 Sun. Same directions as to CD
Warehouse. e..xcept this store is just north
of 12 Mile and on the left In a small strip
center.
HARMONY HOUSE (20+ locations in
the area): This is the local chain of note.
Its selection Is very complete, and its prices

Illbl

Meet your
deadlines

are steep -just like any chain store. HH
has no real "budget" COs to speak of.
because COs run $11.99-$ 16.99. and their
limited lmport selection is $24.99-$29.99.
Only go to one of these if you absolutely
cannot find it anywhere else. but you'll
have to open your wallet much wider at
these s tores.
TARGET (Yes, Target! About six or
seven locations): Every now and again
Target will advertise its budget COs for
$6.98 or $7.98 and Jts latest titles for
$10.99-$11.99. CheckyourSundaypaper
ad insert for sale runs. You'll be up against
a mighty limited and usually disorganized
selection. though. The closest store: M- 14
Eas t to J-275 South. to Ann Arbor Road.
Turn left off the c.:<.lt. turn right on New
burgh Road. then left on Warren Road. The
store wiU be across from Westland Mall.

When you need copies and you need them fast, depen9 on
Kinko's, the copy center.
• Collating & Binding

• Fine Stationery
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kinko·s·

the copy center
Open 7 Days
Michigan Union
662-1222
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• Laser Typesetting
• Instant Passpon Photos
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Thongs Slip to Zany Zetas, 7- 2
Continued from page ELEVEN

dese!Ved tape. "A slapshot from the left wing about 25 feet
out. Again, most impressive,· stated Mr. Bill as the second
eriod came to a clos e.
The third period began with this report.er being sent to
the Thong locker room to fetch a mythical left -handed
S(!ck. In the relentless stick-quest. this journalist made a
~~rough search of all Thong lockers, making many an
mreresting discovery. including some marYelous smelling.
frillY black silk undergarments reportedly belonging to
Th£l1!l great Dave Stillman.
Emerging stickless. this scribe nonetheless decided to
!:'.3-~e full use of the palatial Thong changing quarters and
tS~cially irs gorgeous urinals. II was a unique thrill for
hiS newspaperman to moisten the same porcelain as
many a bladderfull hockey legend of bygone eras.
This sports guy returned to find the stickless wonder
hld only allowed one more nau~eaUng ZBT goal. The
s;usung twerps added just one more. as the game
:trcifully came to an end in a 7 2 Thong setback.
The Thongs on Ice have nothing to hang their heads
about. however, as they worked as hard as any completely
c-.-rrmatched hockey squad cwr has.
Particularly
t::=ressive was Sam ·scrappy" SJ!,·er who worked his
::taking tail oJJ. A relentless slick-checker, Mr. Silver
rocs1anUy p ursued the action. made numerous steals.
and drew gasps from the appreciative crowd when he used
!c:snow- patented between the legs pass.
~1r. Silver and Diane Lifton are the twin bookend
-.;u::ers on the Thongs second line. Sam and Diane form
~ieCheers line when joined by all-star centerTyler ·~orrn"
?aetkau. The third line Is anchored by the smooth-skallng
Usa }lcCormick. As Bill Halle asked. "Which one Is the
ether woman? O h. I see how you ran tell.· Mr. Halle was
.~,,iously referring to Ms. :-.lcConnick's two bif!gest assets:
~ r superior stick handling abilitit•s and ice leadership.
One must also salute what is undeniably the strongest
aspert of the Thong team, its clrft·n:-.l'Jilen. The defense Is
what has kept the Thongs in almost l'very gam('. While
r;cryone knows about high paid nnk supers tars Adam
Sha}ne. Hal Burrough s. Hans Bru.(hnm. and Luke Simon.
· .eother Thong defensemen are de~l'Pti ng of recognition.
~like ! he General" Arthm was his customary
spectacular and steady self while Dave "The Rat" Breu ch
successfully refrained from knocking over his goalie this
r.t1 k. Peter Murphy had his usual incredible game. He
~e Storky Rosser's jersey in memory of the fal len Idol
and. interestingly. Murph took O\'er the Stork's team lead
Ul the plus- minus ra tio by being on the Ice for flve ZBT
goals.
Despite this minor setback. the Thongs qualified for
::Je playoffs and will play their first-ever post-season
t"ntest 1HURSDAY night at 11:4 5 p.m. at Yost Ice Arena.
Dan Miller will return to the nels for the Thongs a nd
promises to u s e an adult-sized s lick.
Adding to the play-off excitement Is the fact tha t due
o the tremendous ly a pathetic response to Camera Nigh ts

I and 11. Thong ma nagement has declared Thursday to be
'"Tama ra Night." a s a ll early arriving fans will have a
cha n ce to have their picture taken with flamboyant Thong
cheerleader Tamara Kettner. It's the opportu nity of a
lifetime so ma ke th e most of it.
Finally. an editorial commen t on the Thong fans.
There was a good turnout again last week as some sixty
plus Thong falthful made the-ir way to Yost. But It might
as well have been SL'( people for all the noise they made. As
the resplendent Diane Lifton delicately put it while tu rning
fuchsia in disagreement. "I love our crowds!" Well. sure
the Thongs were losin(!: but that's the time for the faithful
to rally behind them and scream ils lungs out.
One of the onlv worthwhile crowd comments of the
evening came. from -second-year Kellh Denny who donned

Ani~nus

Takes Volleyball Crown

Continued from p age TWELVE
Animus Revertendi defeated Mediocriteam .
Medtocrtceam was staffed by Jocko Knappmann. Da\'e

history. 14-16. 15-6. and 15-13 In the final game. Boy.
was it exciting. Excitin~. Exciling! Oh Gcxll\'o! performed
brilliantly in defeat. This excellent squad was made up of
third-year veterans Moira Dages and John Belghle. along
with second-year studs Al Marr. Scott Freeman. Dave
Breuch. Melodie Rose. and Donna Beny. and flrst-year
phenom Phyllis Williamson. It seems a shame that one of
these teams had to lose. but Oh Ccxl No! did. Boy was It
e\·er exciting. though.
Animus Revertendi was
a wfu lly ex c ited about
Americans.
Th e Some
winning. as well it should
Included Chris Mason. Rob
have been. Irs a group of
Heineman. Julie Simon.
talented first-years with
Katerina Mathemova (really a
n01hmg but futures ahead
Slovak). Bill Redman. Diane
of them. The squad was led
LarnonandJorgSchanow(the
by super-setter Barb
West German).
E\·eryone
McQuade. who took home
played really. rea lly well.
her flrst of what is certain to
In the loser's bracket.
be many law school
Timmons defeated Weasels.
champions t-shlrts. The
S u nnyside defeated Res '"""~~rllllo
perplexing Lynn Swa nson
Gestae A , Olympians defeated
a lso participated and had
Res Gestae# 1. B.S.S. defeated
fu n. as d id guys Scott Lew1s.
Mediocriteam. Timmons then
J eiTShewchuk. John Pem ick
lo s t t o Sunnysid e , and
and Capta in Rich PerloiT. It
Oly mpians fell to B.S.S. B.S.S.
was exciting and they had
then lost to Tuna Melt, and
fun. Everyone played well.
Some A merica ns d efeated
Congratulations.
Sunnyside. Some
Now read the hockey
turned a round to beat
'""L---------------:.:-:-::--r-:-:-~-=-.,.J article and rememberTiumgs
Melt to capture th ird place in
on Tee. 11:45 Thursday night
the overall tourname nt.
Law School V-b allers battle for another point.
a t Yost Arena. You'll have
fun.
Hooray.

By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers
Crimes in Ann Arbor (offenses per
100,000 population)•
Ann Arbor

Murder

Rape
Robbery
Aggravated

Burglary
Motor Vehicle
Theft

8 .6

52.4

37.5

167.0

225.0

376.0

34.6

.;

Reported Cases of
Domestic Assault•
5/87- 4/88

1645.0

1509.0

468.0

508.0

' From Annual Ann Arbor Guide. 1988·9

... .

National

3.7

Assault

•From Annual Ann Arbor Guide, '88-9

In the overall finals. Animus Revertendi defeated Oh
Ccxl No! in one of the most ex citing matches in volleyball

Carney. Joe Gerisch. Sheila Brennan . Da\'e Stillman.
Chris Fleming. Wayne Tang and Sheryl Petkunas. They all
had a lot of fun.
In Semi-Final Action Oh Ccxl No! defeated Tuna Melr.
The Melts included Trina Mar tinez. Julie :\oiarcus. Mal)'
Brandes. Jim Rabaut. Mary Jo Rabaut (spouse). Jake
Werksman. :\oiike Redstone. Peter Gold and Ron Wernette.
The squad performed remarkably well d espite Redstone's
coaching.
Animus defeated Some

Survey Says ...
Total Parking Tickets Issued, 1987*

aspeclal hockey scarfandannounced. "Duhh."Immensely
popular Res Gestae columnist Rob Goldberg also screamed.
"The coaching stinks: to which the International
Brotherhood of Coa ching Storks Immediately res ponded
by announcing a boycott of all future Thong games In the
absence of a laVish Goldberg apology.
Th e Thongs greatly appreciate the turnout. but would
j ust like to h ear the crowd every once in a while.
Obnoxiousness and abusiveness to the other team a re
what hockey is a ll about. There is a full day b efore this big
game so please work up some cheers a nd polish up those
vocal chords. Thanks again to all those who have attended
Thong games in the past. and the rest of you are pathetic
wastes of human lives. The Thongs \\1ll need the support
of all of you this week. and I need a nap.

•

397

•From Annual Ann Arbor Guide, '88·9

THREE REASONS
WHY MORE STUDENTS Af~E
CHOOSING KAPLAN -SMH
BAR REVIEW COURSE

1

INTENSIVE
QUESTION REVIEW:

2

NARRATIVE
TEXTS: The law

3

UNPARALLELED

Over eighteen hours of in-class
question analysis by exsx·rienced law school professors is an
integral pan of every SMH and Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course
at no extra cost.

you need to know for your bar exam is
explained for you- not outlined-in our comprehensive texts.

CONVENIENCE: Preparation for the bar exams of nineteen jurisdictions is available at over I00 Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Centers natior wide (except in New England. D.C.,
Maryland, and New Mexico where cour es are administered by
SMH).
PREPARA-TION FOR- - - - -

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

New Hamp hire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont
Virginia

STANL£YH.

KAPIAN-SMH

•

BAR REVIEW

SERVICf~S

See your Campus Rep, or call:
Ann Arbor

203 E. Hoover St.
Ann Arbor, Ml48104-3704
(313) 662-3149

East Lansing
I Ill Michigan Ave.
E. Lansing, Ml 48823-4019
(51 i) 332-2539

Detroit Area
Crossroads Office Centre
16250 Northland Drive
Sou1hfield. Ml48075-5205
(313) 569-5320

Grand Rapids

2627 Easl Behline S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506-5937
(616) 957-9701
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Law Hockey Team Suffers Second Setback
By St eve Olson
·1 hope these guys don't take slapshots. I don't want
10 ha\·e to buy a jock. "reflected ultra-brave T hongs on Ice
ctnter Jim Rabaut. Little did he know he would soon be
skating into the face of the most cantankerous gang of
unlllodest s lapshot artists ever to lace up a fe tid pair of
skates. the ZBT Cupbreakers.
The e\·ening started innocently enough for the pride of
~lichigan Law School. the first-place Thongs on Ice. as in
abrief yet breathtakingly elegant pre-game ceremony alls!ar defenseman David Breuch officially dubbed the
e~:chanting. captivating and yet ever-amiable Clara
Rubinstein an official Thong superfan.
The pageantry continued in the Thong locker room
~ith the continuation of a hockey tradition as old as Don
\\'est himself: the now mellifluous and always heartTtllching ·Passing of the Wig Ceremony.·
With the shattering of his fmger. Matt !he Broken
Stork" Rosser became a mere fractured fraction of his notall-that-impressive-to-begin-with self. Thus he chose to
pass on his wig. the symbol of goodness. sportsmanship,
00 storkyness for all American youth and waterfowl, to
1w>ng wingers Tom Simon and Joe Girardot. Thong lovers
verywhere knew that it would take two men In ugly wigs
o spread the kind of hockey enthusiasm and rink
angllness that the beloved cripple had exuded in his brief.
et unspectacular and now forgotten career.
A chapter e nded ·with the useful life of the Ruptured
ooster. but all indications were that a new and glorious
hapter would be written through the wonderful workings
f the wigged wingers. Little did they know that the first
ords of the new era would be "Get this damn wig off me!
can't see a f - - thing.·
Symbolic of the Thongs evening to come was the fact
hat the start of their game was delayed by a player in the
prerious match who had his leg broken in four places.
After the blood and bone fragments had been hosed from
the ire. somet hing even more grizzly s lithered on: the
rr.alodorous skating atrocities from Zl3T.
This band of lumpis h. disfigured goat-worshippers
was the dirtiest grou p of arrogant tumors on Ice this
reporter has ever seen. Really. thry were much worse that
all the gouty and cadaverou!:. former misshapen Thong
opponents combined. But It was soon clear that this
hideous pile of grotesque and uncomely putridness could
play hockey like a well-oiled. s poiled machine.
The game began prettily enough as two minutes Into
U:~game Chris "The Great" \\11ite s tole the puck at centerICe made the defensemen look like they were skating
through camel droppings. caused the goalie to fall on his
ear. and planted the puck In the back of the net.
This proved to be hi&downfall. however. as even a
;roup as IdloUc. misproportioned. and mephitic as ZBT
could see that this White kid could play. Thus the odious
other team kept two beautilessand unshapely boys hanging
allo\·er Mr. White for the remainder of the game, rendering
Chris a mere mortal hockey player.
The While goal was quickly followed by the
unchoreographed yet surpris ingly majestic "Flail the Wigs
to the Reporter in the Crowd Ceremony.· as both hairapparents discarded thelrwondrous head-dresses. Simon
dalmed a vision problem and Girardot couldn't get his
helmet snapped. but this made it clear that it takes a
s~cial man to don the wig of honor · a man who Is used
to being laughed at.
·u also takes a guy with a pea-head like Rosser to fit
the hair into the helm et ." Judy McNamara d id not add.
before adding. "That's okay. I have another breast.· As Ms.
McNamara made so clear. as the w1gs left, so went the
11longs mystique which had carried them this far In the
a!most complete absence of any discernable talent. The
roor was about to cave In and no wig could cushion that

blow.
A nauseating ZBTer scored at the 4:20 ma rk and
another deformed frat weasel knocked one In at 6:42.
Undaunted. the plucky TI10ngs held their gruesome
adversaries scoreless for the remainder of the period. This
can mainly be attributed to the inspirational leadership of

new Thong coach Storky Rosser. The busted ostrich
forcefully barked out brillia nt Instructions, and his cowering
yet eminently respectful players responded valianlly. a t
least unti.l they realiZed It was only Matt.
The second period began s lowly as this reporter was
sent In sear ch of a s malle r goalie-slick. "This one is too big.
It gets caught every time I sweep the puck out of the net."
explained super-quick all-star Thong netminder Ted
Schneck.
While this writer was away, the repulsive ZBTers
s lipped another shot past the big-sUcked Schneck. Our
heros bounced right back I'm told. as White hit a wide open
Captain Adam ·sweet" Shayne with a picture perfect pass.
Cap'n Shayne expertly flred a 20-foot slapshot past the
dumpy ZBTgoaltender to bring the score to 3-2. Then the
goalie-sUck from hell arrived.
"It's the only smaller goalie-sUck we have," lied the
friendly Mr. Equipment Guy as he presented this reporter
with a two foot long, four ounce piece of balsa wood which

looked more li~e a toy than a tool to be used by a rink artist
like .Schneck. Nonetheless. the s tick was given to the
Schneckmeis ler. who did the best he could with a piece of
lumber which seemed much better suited for his six-yearold son Toby.
Schneck performed admirably In a situation that
could be roughly equated to playing tennis with a drum
stick. The gruesome hoodlums spent much of the period
bouncing pucks off Schneck's chest and face. but the puny
slick would soon become a factor.
A homely ZBTer apparently scored while this reporter
was off getting the Thongs some well-deserved water.
"They scored directly from the face-off. Quick and ugly.·
reported southern California's biggest hockey fan. Bill
Halle.
Another unsightly ZBT jerk soon slipped a second
slapshot past the scrawny-sUcked Schneck . I'm told.
while this reporter was off getting the Thongs some wellSee THONGS, page NINE

Premier Programs Pen
Prime Prepsters
By Harold Hunter
The rich In college football got wealthier during the
annual ritual of recruiting the star gladiators of the future.
Most teams that played in a "i\ew Year·s· bowl reeled in
several marquee school-boy super-preps. As always.
Notre Dame led the pack. hauling away top-notch recruits
at every position. and even stealing two highly rated
Nebraska stars away from the Corn huskers. something no
other school has ever been able to do.
Florida St. landed vitually all of lhe Florida-area
studs. besting Miami and many other national schools in
several recruiting battles. Clemson finished a close third
after embarking on their first real effort to recruit on a
national level. Even Oklahoma, with stiff penalties facing
the football program for the next three years. recruited
well. and landed one of the top players in the country in
running-back Dewell Brewer. who chose the Sooners over
Nebraska after he and his family received several threats
from Oklahomans concerned that he might make the trek
north to Huskerland.
The following is my choice for the top player at each
position and the school he chose to attend:
Passing Qu arterback:
Rich Mirer. Notre Dame
Option Quarterback:
Bert Emanuel. UCLA
Halfback:
Derek Brown. Nebraska
Fullback:
Rudy Harris. Clemson
Wide Receiver:
Eric Turral. Florida St.
Patrick Bates. UCLA
Tight End:
Offensive Lineman: Rudy Barber, Miami or Florida
Defensive Lineman:
S terling Palmer. Florida St.
Linebacker:
Jesse Armstead, Miami
Defensive back:
Derric Evans, Tennessee
All-Around Athletes:
Sean Gilbert. Pittsburgh
Curtis Conway. USC
Terry Kirby. Clemson or Virginia
The top-te n in college recruiting classes (note on
recruiting speculation- BoJackson was rated 4th a mong
Alabama high-school running backs his senior year in
high school, Dean Steinkuhler wasn't recruited at all. and
the last 4 USA Today Players of the Year have yet to make
any meaningful impact In college football):
l. Notre Dame
2. Florida St.
3. Clemson
4. Ohio St.
5. Miami
6. Michigan
7. UCLA
8. usc
9. Nebraska
10. LSU

I find il incredible any parent would allow their son to
accept a football scholarship to play at Oklahoma. The
activities surrounding the Sooner football program more
resemble inner-city Detroit than a (}'Pi cal college campus.
These activities Include the well-publlci..zed cheating by
coaches and alumni. one player shooting another. the
arrest of and allegations a~alnst three players for rape.
and allegalions of illegal gun possession. hea'-y cocaine.
crack. and steroid use both before and during games. And
Barry Switzer's response to the turmoil? Well. Barry does
feel responsible for the cheating of coaches and alumni In
recruiting and handling of player financial problems. but
does NOT Lake responsibility for the acllons of indl\1dual
players away from the playing field! How reassuring! He
does not feel the actions of a "handful of players· should
reflect badly on the entire program.
Wake up Barry! The sum of every player's activities
reflects the character of the football program. It is amazing
tha t Barry does not want to take respons ibility for these
players' actions. I assume that Barry would not deem It
appropriate to dirty his hands with supervising their
academic performance, or monitoring their behavior when
players interact wlth the local community. Hey Barry. tf
you recruit players of questionable character. YOU must
take full responslbilty to ensure U1ey represent your
university properly whi.le they are in your program. You
recruit them, you babysit them!
If Barry chooses to perpetuate the current level of
· control" he exercises over the Individual players In his
program. he should be fired by the University. suspended
by the 1\CAA. and If he desires to coach In the futu re. he
s hould be forn•d to intern under 'I om Oo.,borne or J ()e
Pate mo in t~rtler Lo obsrrve what "rt!!>pon,.,lbilil)'- truly
mean!>.

Hunter's Top Guns
1. OKLAHOMA
14. MICHIGAN
ARIZONA
15. STANFORD
MISSOURI
16. OHIO ST.
GEORGETOWN
17. UNLV
ILLINOIS
18. IOWA
FLORIDA ST.
19. GEORGIA TECH
SYRACUSE
20. N. CAROLINA ST.
NORTii CAROLINA
21. LSU
INDIANA
22 . PROVlDENCE
10. DUKE
23. ST. MARYS (CAL)
11 . LOUISVlLLE
24. UCLA
12. WEST VlRGINIA
25. NOTRE DAME
13. SETON HALL

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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First-year Team Spikes Way to Volleyball Title
which she performed admirably. "I've had a lot of practice,·
By Steven J . Olson Jr.
The law school volleyball tournament took place last quipped the quotable Zousmer. Ms. Zousmer was a last
Saturday night. It was a Jot of fun. It was very e.xciting minute replacement for frrst-year volleyball goddess Pam
Barkin, whose allegedly tom contactlense caused her to
also.
In Firs t Round Action, The Steue Timmons Look· miss the humiliating Weasel slaughter. What a crushing
alikes defeated The ~ympians. The Olympians was made blow for her. Other Weasels included the perky and
upofthird-years Rob Whitman. Ellie Seats. KatieMrkoruch. dynamic hydro-athlete Kevin Mills: Teddy ·the Eagle"
MacVeagh. whose unparalleled pre-match consumption
J.D. Slnnock. and others. They all played well.
Thna Melt Revenge defeated B.S.S. B.S.S. was ofGatorade gave him the power to knock the ball to the roof
composed of Judy McNamara, Bill Halle, Tracy Daw. Tom a Jaw school record 14 times; ftrst-year Jim Orr who
Simon. Brad Fisher, and Karen Taylor. Ron DeWaard actually sort-of knew how to play for a guy from Texas;
missed the competition because of a broken wrist suffered Dana Wilson. who dazzled the other teams with her flashy
four months ago and dJagnosed last week. Everyone striped shorts and setting ability; and Brian Easley. who
let his team and the entire state of Texas down by serving
played fine.
Medlocriteam defeated Res Gestae A.
Maureen into the net on five successive opportunities. On final
McAndrew, Eunice Park. Mary McFarland, Jim Henderson, assessment. the team really wasn't very good at all. As
Paul Czamota. Steve Olson and Joe Kellmeyer competed Don West summarized. "Just because I like dead people
doesn't mean I don't have standards:
for Res Gestae A. They played above average.
In Second Round Action Oh God No/ (Formerly
Res Gestae #1 defeated West's Cyber-punk Weasels.
For Captain Weasel. Don "Mr. Necrophellac· West. the Moira's Bones) defeated the Timnwns team. The Timmons
volleyball Joss was also the Joss of the opportunity of a squad was made up of Elizabeth Basten. Jay Basten
lifetime. As disinterested bystander Rob Sussman (spouse), Cathy Beck, Shep Davis. Liz Davis (spouse) and
e.xplalned for no apparent reason, "Don had a bet with a Hal Burroughs. They all played very well.
friend In medical school. If Res Gestae won. Don had to
Tuna Mell defeated Sunnyside Lodge. The Lodge
buy a case of beer. If The Weasels won. the medical friend consisted of Bruce Carter, Mike Roche, Beth Abrams.
had to leave the cadaver room unlocked foF a weekend." Heather McRay. Pam Long. Craig Jaquith and John
Allison Zousmer was also a Weasel. "I can't be quoted, I'm Moore. They a ll performed remarkably well.
boring: summarized the boring Ms. Zousmer. who spent
Some Americans and a West German beat Res Gestae
the en Ure match s tanding in one place and cheering #1. The RG team Included Noreen Date-Warrick. John
pepplly. Ms. Z almost touched the ball once late in the Warrick (spouse), Paul Adelman. John Panourgias. Lisa
third game. but thought better of il. Allison explained that Greifenberg. Chrlstlne Drylie. Stephen Tsal and Danny
her only function on the team was to be a woman. a role Convlser. Boy. did they play well!
See ANIMUS, Page NINE

(Law in the Raw
Sid, You Lied!
What do you do when a car thief answers the car
phone you just called? Leslee Flynn and her sister-in-law
Bngld Codvln didn't know either.
They tried to ca1J Brigid's husband, Michael. to
commiserate over a recent Red Wings'loss. Instead of the
typical "Heilo. Michael speaking: they got "Hi. Sid here.·
They figured they had a wrong number, and called again.
Again, "Sid here.· But they played along. talking to Sid as
he cruised around Detroit in Michael's 1988 Bonneville.
They hung up and called again later In the evening. By
this lime. Sid must have found some business papers in
the car. and was Identifying himself as "Michael." To this.
Brigld said, 1'hat's not your car.· Sid glibly replied. "No,
It ain't, but I'm bringing it back to where I found it.· WeU.
surprise. Sid lied. When the car was eventually found . the
radar detector, car phone. stereo, tires, and baby seat were
alJ gone.

Detroit Free Press, January 19, 1989

Fore!
Has winter got you down? Thinking of spring break
plans In Florida. the beach. some golf? But does the idea
of playing golf after a four month sabbatical make you
wary of the tort consequences? Well, fear not. The New
York Supreme Court in Nassau County recently ruled that
while a golfer has a duty to warn those within the
"foreseeable ambit of danger, there is !generally) no duty
to warn persons not in the intended line of flight. ... •

By Colin Zick and Tom Pasternak
The dedicated worker, [golfer?) who had previously
lost three fingers of his left hand and suffered nerve
damage. said the golf outing was medical therapy. Daily
exercise had been prescribed for his Injuries. and on
several occasions he missed work, citing his Injury. to
golf. The fact that the company gave him workers·
compensation for the time off didn't seem to bother him.
No Dan Quayle Jokes, please.

WaLl Street Journal, February 3, 1989

My Client Went to the Supreme Court
and All I Got Was This Crummy T-Shirt
Ever get the urge to have your very own pencil in the
shape of a gavel. or maybe a key ring decorated \vith the
scales of justice? Well, you'll be happy to know that the
souvenir shop on the ground floor of the Supreme Court
is expanding Into a much-enlarged and stylish glfi shop.
The alm Is to get enough space to stock serious books
about the Constitution and the Court. as well as artwork
and a wider range of souvenirs.
The most popula r Item. after the gavel-shaped pencil.
is a photo of all nine Justices In their robes. Individual
porlra.its of Chief Justice WilHam H. Rehnqulst and
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor are also In demand.

Wall Street JournaL, February 5, 1989

"Seen on the Bathroom Wall"

'There must be a conservative In lhe house
ABA Journal, February 1989 somewhere.·

And Speaking of Golf...
Be careful not to be caught playing when you're
supposed to be home sick. A federal appeals court in
Boston ruled that Georgia-Pacific properly fired a worker
who caiJed In one morning and said his arm bothered him.
He then traveled I 50 miles to play 18 holes of golf. even
pulling his own golfcart.
\..

photo by Monica Ike>

A1 Marr can only watch as Moira Dages' r e turn shot
hangs in the balance in a preliminary m a tch.

U.S. Supreme Court Jus tice William J. Brennan,
testing a microphone before he Introduced George
McGovern to a n audience at Georgetown University.

National Law Journal, December 12, 1988

I

"There's No Intelligent Life Down
Here."
You've been patient. and you've been good. Now that
patience pays off-we've got more strange-but-true
utterances from \vitnesses.
The first of these \vitnesses is doing his best to show
why he has no motive to fabricate a story:
A Texas judge asked the defendant whether anyone
had promised him an easy sentence in exchange for a plea
of guilty.
Q: Has anyone led you to believe the governor will
pardon you if you plead guilty?
A: Well. I haven't been home, judge. but he rrught
have caiJed my mother.

.

.

The next \\itness had better go back to school and
brush up on her anatomy:
Q: The truth of the matter is that you are not an
unbiased. objective \\it ness. are you? Becau se you. too.
were shot In the fracas.
A: No sir! I was not. I was shot midway between the
fracas and the naval.

•
Sometimes witnesses just get a lltUe disoriented ijust
like you'Ll be if called on while reading this column):
Q: Does Mr. Brown frequent the general locale with
regularity?
A: What? (Witness obviously confused.)
Judge: What he means is "Does Jeny hang around
the pool hall a Jot?"

•

•

A young defendant pleaded guilty to a ch arge of

marijuana possession. Before the judge passed sentence.
he delivered a long, stem sermon on the d angers of
drugs. The judge then asked the defendant If he had
anything to say for himself. The defendant pulled hiS
wallet from his back pocket. flipped it open \vilh a llickof
the wrist. held it up to his mouth, and boldly said, "Scotty.
beam me up!"

Texas Bar Journal, March. 1987
J

